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Abstract 
 

Artificial bee colony algorithm is a modern swarm based intelligent algorithm. It is a simulation of the real bee 

colony system and its foraging behaviors. The enhancement to this algorithm was done in order to put a 

constraint on amount of worker bees. The scout bees used in both these algorithm follows a random path for 

searching of food. So, a new algorithm as efficient artificial bee colony has been introduced which will work on 

scout bees so that they do not have to go for random search of food every time. This will make this proposed 

algorithm more efficient than the above mentioned algorithm. Travelling Salesman Problem is one of the most 

common problems in the searching techniques evaluation. So, it will be considered as an experimental case for 

the algorithm’s performance.  

 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Artificial bee colony algorithm [5] 

Artificial bee colony is one of the swarm based optimization algorithm [5] of combinatorial optimization based 

on populations in which the solutions of the problem of optimization, the sources of food are modified by the 

artificial bees that function as operators of variation. The aim of these bees is to discover the food sources with 

major nectar. 

There are three types of bees: 

• Worker bees: worker bees are known as employed bees because they are the one which are responsible 

for collecting food from various resources. They are associated with a particular food source which 

they are at present employed at. They take with them information about this particular source to the 

hive and the information can be the distance and direction from the nest, the productivity of the source 

and share this information with a kind of dance called as waggle dance. 
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• Onlooker bees: the worker bees carry with them information about any particular source and share the 

information with the onlookers bees. Onlooker bees are those bees that are waiting on the dance area in 

the hive for the information to be shared by the employed bees about their food sources and then make 

decision to choose a food source. They choose one of the best sources and then find other food sources 

in that food source’s neighborhood. 

• Scout bees: scout bees are responsible for finding new food sources. They do this by randomly 

searching for a new source and then gets back to the hive with the collected amount of nectar and share 

this information with the idle onlooker bees. 

The general algorithmic structure of the artificial bee colony optimization approach is given as follows: 

� Step 1 : initialize population of bees 

� Step2 : repeat 

� Step3 : Place the employed bees on their food sources 

� Step4 : Place the onlooker bees on the food sources depending on their nectar which they got 

from employed bees 

� Step5: Send the scouts to search area for discovering new food sources randomly. 

� Step6 : Memorize the best food source found so far 

� Step7 : Repeat until requirements are met 

 

1.2 Adaptive Artificial Bee Colony[1] 

Adaptive Artificial Bee Colony is the proposed algorithm in this research based on standard bee colony 

algorithm that has been described in the last section. The adaptive bee colony uses the same three types of bees 

actually like artificial bee colony. The role of each type is still the same.  

The selection of each cycle worker bees is the main modified phase in an artificial bee colony. In the normal 

artificial bee colony algorithm, the selection of new worker generation is selecting (W) bees from the available 

solutions, where W is the worker bees count parameter. In Artificial bee colony, the new worker bee’s 

generation sources should have better fitness value than the last generation’s fitness mean value. So the count of 

worker bees in generation (X) might be greater than or less than the count of the worker bees in generation (X-

1) up on the finding solutions fitness values. This adaption is under a constraint of minimum and maximum 

worker counts.  

Therefore, two new parameters are needed for Adaptive artificial bee colony algorithm:  

• Maximum worker bees count.  

• Minimum worker bees count. 

 

2. Related work 

• A.A Youssif, A.Sharaf Eldin (2013) “Introducing adaptive artificial bee colony algorithm and using it 

in solving travelling salesman problem” ,Faculty of computers and information, Helwan University[1] 
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Artificial bee colony algorithm [5] is a modern swarm intelligence algorithm. This paper proposes a 

modified version of artificial bee colony algorithm called adaptive artificial bee colony (AABC). This 

paper compares between artificial bee colony algorithm and the proposed adaptive bee colony 

algorithm with the help of travelling salesman problem [1, 6, 7, 10]. TSP is one of the most common 

problems in searching techniques evaluation, so the paper considers it as an experimental case for the 

algorithm performance description. After reading the results of the paper, it was found that if the 

developed simulators used nearest neighbor technique to create the initial population, then they would 

have reached to a better final solution. 

• Yujiang Yi and Renjie He(2014), “A Novel Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm”, 2014 Sixth International 

Conference on Intelligent Human-Machine Systems and Cybernetics 

In this paper, a new improved algorithm for artificial bee colony algorithm [5] has been proposed.  The 

proposed algorithm is Novel Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm [2] (NABC) for numerical optimization 

to improve the exploitation capability by including best solution in the search process. The tradition 

ABC [5] has proposed the best searching solution but it is best at exploration but worst at exploitation 

which means that it can somehow search new source for food but cannot make the best use out of it. 

Here they have given a technique to choose the best solution from the solution provided by the current 

population which makes it better then the classical ABC .The proposed Novel Artificial Bee Colony 

Algorithm can achieve high quality solutions for most of the tested functions with fast speed. It has 

been compared with number of other artificial bee colony algorithms like GBest guided bee colony 

algorithm [4], Improved artificial bee colony algorithm and Elitist artificial bee colony algorithm [7]. 

• Abdul Ghani abro and Junita Mohamad Saleh(2012), “ Intelligent scout bee based artificial bee colony 

optimization algorithm” , IEEE international conference on control system 

This paper has worked on scout bees which are responsible to find new sources for food randomly. 

The proposed scout bee scheme capitalizes on the best found food sources. For the selection of the 

food sources scout bees intelligently goes to the dancing areas of the hive and gets the information of 

the best found food source from the worker bees. Intelligent scout bee based artificial bee colony 

optimization algorithm [3] proves to be a better scheme than to randomly search for a food source.  

• Anan Banharnsakun (2013), “The best-so-far selection in Artificial Bee Colony algorithm”, 

Department of Computer Engineering, King Mongkut's University of Technology Thonburi, Bangkok, 

Thailand [8] 

In order to improve the artificial bee colony algorithm performance, this paper presents a modified 

method for solution update of the onlooker bees. In their method, the best feasible solution found so 

far is shared globally among the entire population. Thus, the new candidate solutions found so far are 

more likely to be close to the presently found best solution. For every iteration, they adjust the radius 

of the search for new candidates using a larger radius in the search process and then reduce the radius 

as the process comes closer to converging. The results demonstrate that the proposed method is able to 

produce high quality solutions with faster convergence than the original ABC [5]. 
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• Ashita S. Bhagade, Parag. V. Puranik, “Artificial Bee Colony (ARTIFICIAL BEE COLONY) Algorithm 

for Vehicle Routing Optimization Problem”(2012),International Journal of Soft Computing and 

Engineering (IJSCE) ISSN: 2231-2307,   Volume-2, Issue-2, May 2012[6] 

Bee Colony Optimization is used in this paper for travelling salesman problem [1, 6, 7, 10]. The 

biological phenomenon when applied to the process of path planning problems for the vehicles is 

found to be best in solution quality as well as in computation time. Simulations have been used to 

evaluate the fitness of paths found by ABC [5] optimization. In this paper the travelling salesman 

problem for VRP is optimized by using nearest neighbor techniques. The used technique gives the best 

results for finding the shortest path in a shortest time for heading towards the goal. 

• Pei-Wei TSai, Jeng-Shyang Pan, Bin-Yih Liao and Shu-Chuan Chu(2009), “  Enhanced Artificial Bee 

Colony Algorithm”, International Journal of Innovative 

Computing, Information and Control, volume 5, number 12 

An enhanced Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) optimization algorithm for numerical problems has been 

proposed in this paper. Here the onlooker bee is designed to move straightly towards the picked 

coordinate indicated by the employed bee and evaluates the fitness values near it by the use of the 

original artificial bee colony algorithm in order to reduce the computation complexity and also to 

reduce the exploration capacity of  Artificial Bee Colony in a constrained zone. 

 

3. Problem definition 

The basic concept provided by traditional artificial bee colony algorithm [5] as explained above was to gather 

the best solution in best of time and cost and through the shortest distance. This basic work is done by the 

worker bees. The parameter of worker bee count in the traditional artificial bee colony algorithm was the basic 

problem. The limit for the number of worker bee was not fixed. The second problem with this algorithm was 

that the scout did not use any particular pattern and went for random path every time for searching food. 

Adaptive artificial bee colony algorithm [1] was the further enhancement of artificial bee colony which gave a 

constraint for the number of worker bee count ie the selection of each cycle of worker bee is the main 

modification. In this after seeing the mean fitness value of the last generated, the number is automatically 

adapted. This adaption is under a constraint of maximum and minimum worker count called the threshold value. 

One of the problems of traditional artificial bee colony was solved by the adaptive artificial bee colony but the 

second is still not solved which causes  food searching become inefficient so thus the worker bee become 

useless, although they are ready to work but no food source is available.  

So in this approach we are trying the synchronize the working bee and scout bee activities like as soon as they 

are capable to find more and more food resource using pattern based searching technique. 

The basic objective of my research work is to increase the efficiency and the throughput of adaptive artificial 

bee colony algorithm [1]. As scout explore new areas to get new food resources randomly. This takes a lot of 

time in searching for new food resources. So this problem can be solved by: 
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Provide pattern based searching to scout through: 

� Angle 

� Distance between two food sources 

        The scout as mentioned above performs a random search for finding the food source which takes a lot of 

time. So if once the scout as randomly found a food source then we can provide particular path to scout that the 

next food source can be in a particular angle according to the previous source so that the scout do not have to 

move randomly. Also we can provide distance between two food resources as it becomes easy to find a next 

food resource in a less space than in a large space. 

 

4. Proposed design 

The scout will be provided a path so that it does not follow any random path for searching for food source. We 

will provide a pattern based searching to scout through: 

� Angle 

� Distance between two food sources 

        The scout as mentioned above performs a random search for finding the food source which takes a lot of 

time. So if once the scout as randomly found a food source then we can provide particular path to scout that the 

next food source can be in a particular angle according to the previous source so that the scout do not have to 

move randomly. Also we can provide distance between two food resources as it becomes easy to find a next 

food resource in a less space than in a large space. The proposed efficient artificial bee colony algorithm can be 

formulated in following steps.  

• Scout will find first food source randomly 

• Calculate the angle at which scout is heading towards food source let it be α. 

• The second food source will be found at the same angle α and distance d. 

• Scout will find the food source around that angle. 

• If food source found scout will go back to hive remembering the angle and distance at which it found 

the source. 

• If food source not found, then α =α+1 and d=d+1 until next food source is not found. 

•  Repeat the above step until next food source is not found. 

• Stop if maximum cycle count is reached. 

These are just the hypothesis and actual algorithm will be implemented later on. Flow chart for the working of 

scout is shown below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Calculate the angle at which scout goes for first food source 

 

Scout bees do a random source search for first food source 
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5. Expected outcomes 

The expected results of efficient artificial bee colony algorithm will be higher than adaptive bee colony 

algorithm [1]. Number of experiments will be done to show artificial bee colony algorithm (ABC) [5], adaptive 

bee colony algorithm [1] (AABC) and efficient artificial bee colony algorithm (EABC) best solution fetched. 

The comparison will be shown in terms of efficiency and throughput. The efficiency and throughput of EABC 

is expected to be higher than AABC. This will be further proven when actual implementation of the new 

algorithm will be done by using travelling salesman problem [1, 6, 7, 10].   

6. Conclusion 

This algorithm is a new proposed swarm algorithm [5] based on ABC [5] and adaptive algorithm [1]. This is a 

best technique which gives shortest but the best optimized path which is time and cost effective. By providing 

enhancement in the work of scout it will prove to be a better algorithm. Its workflow is similar to them but with 

different bees assignment techniques and dynamic bees’ role distribution logic. If the previously defined 

adaptive bee colony algorithm used “nearest neighbor” technique to create the initial population the results 

would have been more efficient. By giving scout a proper path for finding food sources made search more 

efficient and less costly. Further experiments will be performed to show the implementation of the above 

mentioned algorithm. Travelling salesman problem [1, 6, 7, 10] will be used as an example to prove the results. 

 

Assign angle as α and 

distance as d 

Found food 

source? 

terminate 

Cal next food source at α= α+1 and 

d=d+1 

 max count is reached 

 

Calculate the next food source in and around the same angle α and at a 

distance d 

Memorize α and the d at which 

food source was found and return 
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